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“Greenhouse Effect”
Svante Arrhenius


•

“On the Influence of Carbonic Acid in
the Air Upon the Temperature of the
Ground,” Philosophical Magazine 1896
(41): 237-76)
CO2 doubling would increase
temperature 5-6oC (7-11oF)


•

Predicted CO2 doubling would take
3,000 years




IPCC 2007: 2-4.5oC

Current prediction: 100 years
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UK University of East Anglia
Phil Jones steps down

Michael Mann;s “hockey stick”
questioned--AGAIN
Data is “Hoax”
 Mislead everyone
 Eroded trust
 Great Confusion
Papers blocked from being
published
Ice-melting errors
East Coast Snow Storms
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An Earlier Data Challenge…

Jim Hansen, Ph.D., NASA


“The deceit behind the
attempts to discredit
evidence of climate change
reveals matters of
importance. This deceit
has a clear purpose: to
confuse the public about
the status of knowledge of
global climate change,
thus delaying effective
action to mitigate climate
change.”

Unraveling Climategate

And in the end…

Nov ’09 ~ Apr ‘10


Hacked emails









Climate Research Unit
Phil Jones steps down
Michael Mann;s “hockey stick”
questioned--AGAIN
Data is “Hoax”
 Mislead everyone
Papers blocked from being
published…

March 31st




Phil Jones Exonerated
by UK House of
Commons
Needs further
investigation on data
sharing

What Did they Say?


“In a discussion at the AAAS Annual meeting,
the prominent scientific leaders acknowledged
errors in a 2007 report from the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change…”

What Did they Say?




“In a discussion at the AAAS Annual meeting, the
prominent scientific leaders acknowledged errors in
a 2007 report from the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change… ”
“Possibly impolitic email exchanges by East
Anglia University climate researchers.”

What Did they Say?






“In a discussion at the AAAS Annual meeting, the
prominent scientific leaders acknowledged errors in
a 2007 report from the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change… ”
“Possibly impolitic email exchanges by East Anglia
University climate researchers.”
“Expressed shock at the political effects of the
disclosures and characterized the impact as far
out of proportion to the overwhelming evidence
that human activity is changing the Earth's
climate.”

What Makes a Consensus?

Treatment of Climate Scientists

HONEST Debates

Scientific Process

Scientists Generate Data

Data is Analyzed
and Evaluated
Scientist Read
Journals
Published in
Peer-Reviewed
Science Journals

Deniability: Not Science-based

The misconception about the science
is an illusion deliberately created
by those who oppose government action.
Their cynical objective, as stated in a
secret memo leaked to the press, is to:

“Reposition Global Warming As
Theory rather than Fact.”

Challenge: Science Literacy


“Some scientists were also not prepared to
discuss the data in ways that were useful to
the press and public. While the diversity of
data--from pollen samples to satellite data to
computer modeling--is a key strength of
climate change conclusions, the ‘culture’ of
each discipline is equally varied. Some of
these [groups] are not really well organized
to handle relations with the press.’ ”



A Failure to Communicate Effectively

So, HOW Do You I.C.E. This?
Inform, Communicate, Educate
Dazzle Students with Science-based Data

Keeping Current with the Debate
climatedebatedaily.com/

Denying the Science is NOT Proof

U.S. National Academies

NASA
climate.nasa.gov/warmingworld/

NOAA Climate Data Directory

NOAA

EPA

RealClimate.org (GISS)

U.S. GCRP

Alliance for Climate Education

Data Mining

